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                    Abstract
Governments’ social indicator portfolios have expanded taking the multidimensionality of poverty into account. However, few if any, of the indicators provide insight into the degree to which persons experience several unfavourable conditions at the same time. This paper reviews and tests various indicators of cumulative deprivation that can be used to monitor child poverty and to identify vulnerable groups of children. This paper studies headcounts (counting deprived individuals) and adjusted headcounts (counting deprivations of deprived individuals) while the cumulative threshold can be distribution dependent (relative) or not (absolute). The measures are empirically tested on the 2007 EU-SILC data for the United Kingdom, Germany, France and the Netherlands. The findings indicate that the absolute adjusted headcount with a cumulative threshold of one deprivation is the most attractive candidate: it has an intuitive interpretation; it is sensitive to the breadth of deprivations but not oversensitive to changes in the methodology.
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                    Notes
	We use the term well-being as synonymous to welfare and referring to a person’s contented state of being happy, healthy and prosperous. In some scholarly traditions an explicit distinction is made between welfare and well-being (see for instance Van Praag and Frijters 1999) and the type of deprivation indicators studied here would be classified as indicators of welfare rather than well-being.


	A cumulative deprivation indicator captures the breadth of deprivations (i.e. whether a person experiences poor housing conditions and is, at the same time, unable to afford meat every 2 days). Information on the depth of deprivation (i.e. whether one lives in extremely poor or poor housing conditions) is also important but such information is much less available because indicators are often binominal (informing whether someone experiences a particular condition but not how severe it is).


	When calculating income poverty the OECD sets the relative threshold at 50% of the median while the EU sets the relative threshold at 60% of the median.


	Comparison between the 2005 Microcensus, German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) and EU-SILC suggest the population groups such as very young children (age 0–4), adults with low education and certain groups of immigrants are underrepresented in the EU-SILC (Hauser 2008). As the latter two characteristics are known to be associated with an increased risk of poverty, this paper may underestimate levels of (cumulative) deprivation in Germany.


	The 2009 wave which will be released soon also includes a child module.


	Unless the median number of deprivations is 10, the cumulative deprivation thresholds will be the same with a 50% or 60% threshold.


	While our indicators overlap considerably with those of other studies, domains definitions differ between studies (Bradshaw and Richardson 2009; Dewilde 2004; Whelan et al. 2001). For the UK and Belgium, DeWilde (2004) has similar indicators in financial strain domain but the latent variable analysis (1994–1999 panels) suggests that they should be divided over two domains labeled ‘limited financial means’ and ‘financial stress’. Using factor analysis, Whelan et al. (2001), p. 361) find five domains for all countries in the European Community Household Panel (1994–2000). Their two lifestyle domains overlap with our financial strain domain but the authors sometimes also group both domains in one. Their environment domain overlaps with our neighborhood domain while our housing indicators are spread between their housing and environment domain. In addition to indicators from other data sources, Bradshaw and Richardson (2009) group monetary poverty, economic strain and lack of consumer durables in one ‘material domain’ and housing and neighborhood indicators into another domain.


	A person is income poor if her adult equivalent income falls below 60% of the national median income.


	This variable is constructed by computing the ratio of worked over workable months, averaged over all work age household members and subsequently categorised in four categories (WI = 0, 0 < WI < 0.5, 0.5 ≤ WI < 1, WI = 1). Low work intensity households have a value under 0.5.


	The point estimates for all sensitivity tests are available in the online supplementary appendix.


	Germany and France also switch ranks for the RCDH but this is because their cumulative deprivation levels are very close and a small change could easily lead to a rank reversal.


	Guio (2009, p. 21) also tests the impact of stated-preferences weights (if more people find the item a necessity, the weight increases): stated-preferences weights typically yield estimates between those of equal weights and frequency weights.
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